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All good things come to an end
….Whitefriars, Perth
After 129 weeks the fieldwork phase of
the excavations of Perth’s Carmelite
friary of Tullilum finished on 21st July.
The last few months on site had
concentrated on examining the remains
of the Western and Southern ranges, the
Western cloister arcade and courtyard
areas to the South.

See text (right) for explanation. Image copyright: Derek
Hall

The West range had been very badly
robbed but evidence for a sequence of
internal green sandstone floors with
white mortar surfaces was recovered
and the damaged remains of an internal
water channel. The western end of the
South range proved to have a surviving
southern wall foundation standing at
least 1.5m high and a complicated

sequence of internal flooring
and occupation deposits.
Further evidence for the friary’s
water supply was located, being
fed from a spring on Wellshill to
the north-east of the site. The
section of this supply inside the
South range comprised a
surviving slightly hollowed out
tree trunk (pictured left) forming
a trough in the floor, this has
been lifted in its entirety for
analysis and possible dating. A
sequence of courtyards was
recovered to the south of the
friary building complex, the last
of which had a deep deposit of
oyster shell waste lying on its
surface. On the southern edge
of the excavated area the
northern edge of a steep sided
precinct boundary ditch was
located apparently running
along the modern line of
Whitefriar Street. Initial assessment of the post excavation
programme has begun. This
year’s TAFAC conference in
Dundee will include a lecture
detailing the excavated evidence
from site.
Derek Hall.

Drinking Fountains
A recent visit by your Editor to the cemetery at
Dalginross (for no other reason than it is there)
brought his attention to the drinking fountain
built against the inside of its southern
boundary wall by grateful subjects in
celebrations of Queen Victoria’s diamond
jubilee in 1897. The fountain (below) is quite

Victoria’s diamond jubilee.
Whether anything can be
read into the fact that it is a
fairly modest monument
tucked away in a quiet
corner of a cemetery is a
debate for another time.
One monument about which
there can be no debate,
however, is the splendid
Murray Fountain in Crieff
(below). It was built on the
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a simple but very well executed magnificent
piece of grey-granite monumental architecture,
though no longer in use. It is a manifestation of
two things. Firstly, it represents a nationwide
appreciation of the public requirement for good
quality drinking water. Secondly, such
monuments permitted overt, very public
displays of appreciation to be made. In this
case the fountain marks the love and respect
felt by the people on the occasion of Queen

High Street in 1894 by the
inhabitants of Crieff in
appreciation of the many
benefits afforded to the
burgh by the Murrays of
Ochtertyre. This fountain is
an appropriate testimony to
the genuine affection
towards a family which was
instrumental in supplying
the first piped water supply
to the town a few years
earlier. The monument itself
is an extremely decorative
structure incorporating four
public drinking fountains

each with a lion’s head spout and red
marble basin. The monument is no
longer in use as a fountain, which is a
shame, and the basins have been fitted
with covers that house electric lamps in
order to illuminate the monument at
An exhibition, Fire and Stone,
night.
exploring the history and
archaeology of the Laws of Monifieth
and the process behind creating
contemporary responses to ancient
metal and stone artefacts has
opened at The McManus: Dundee’s
Art Gallery and Museum.
The exhibition is a continuation of
the ‘Reflections on Celts’ spotlight
tour which partnered with National
Museums Scotland and the British
Museum. That featured a bronze
replica of the Monifieth Crescent by
local artist Roddy Mathieson and this
exhibition now examines the process
Lion’s head spouts, usually made of bronze, are a
behind
making
the crescent
and also
common
feature
of drinking
fountains throughout
Britain.
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copyright:
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looks
at other
artists who have been
inspired
by archaeology.
An example
The
restoration
of the monument
in 1993
of the
thislocal
is a replica
of has,
the Monifieth
by
authority
however,II
retained all the original features,
including a dog-drinking bowl at the foot
of its north-west corner (below).

On the main road between Perth
and Scone is a simple drinking
fountain bearing the inscription at
the foot of its front face ‘Suburban
Improvement Committee 1908’.
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Now provided with a cover marking the date of the
renovation of the fountain by Perth and Kinross Council
in 1993, the dog-drinking bowl in the NW corner is a
quirky feature that is rarely seen elsewhere. This corner
also reveals that the sculptor of the fountain, which is a
Listed Building, was William Mossman, Glasgow. Photo
copyright: J Sherriff

Like many fountains, this one is
fitted with a polished stone basin.
It would almost certainly have
also been fitted with a lion’s head
spout that is now absent, but the
aperture through which the water
was once supplied is evident, as
is a length of pipe at the rear of
the fountain. At the top of the
front face there is a hoop to which
a chain and a tin cup would once
have been connected. There is
also a recess that probably once
housed an inscribed plaque – a
topic for further research.

In Dunning – on the south road out to Bridge of Earn there is a drinking
fountain (below) which is a curious structure that carries no form of
inscription but appears to be of early 20th century date. It incorporates a
lion’s head spout – apparently made of cast-iron and the collar for a tap
(push-button) that bears the name of ‘J McEwan, Plumber, Auchterarder’.
Previously un-noted in the National Record of the Historic Environment
(NRHE), the fountain now has an entry in Canmore, where further images
can be seen. The creation of a record for the site also provides an
opportunity for members of the public to add further information about it
through MyCanmore.
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On the opposite page there are images of three further fountains for which
records have recently been created in Canmore. The first is situated in the
Craigie District of Perth and is another monument that has been renovated
by the local authority. Like the Scone road monument, this one retains its
fine stone basin and is missing its spout. However, the fascinating thing
about this structure is it seems to be a hotchpotch of architectural
fragments. For instance, the canopy has the appearance of being part of a
re-used trough, made out of poor quality sandstone and cut to fit, and the
buttresses – one to either side, are scroll-decorated corbels from a building.
The second fountain is situated on Bowerswell Road in the Kinnoull area of
Perth. It is a Victorian representation of the medieval well/spring that is

Bowerswell: Photo copyright: J Sherriff

Craigie Knowes, Perth: Photo copyright: J Sherriff

situated on the other side of the wall a few
metres to the NE.

Bowerswell, Perth: Photo copyright: J Sherriff

The third fountain - ‘The
Lovers Well’ also seems to be
a composite structure, the
central portion being flanked
by former gate-piers. This is
yet another monument that
requires further research.
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News of the 2017 Conference
This year’s annual conference will be held on Saturday 4 November in the
University of Dundee, Dalhousie Building, Old Hawkhill, Dundee, DD1 5EN. The
ticket price is £15, which includes refreshments but not lunch. No timings have
been posted yet but delegates are asked to be at the venue by 9.30am if at all
possible.
Speakers confirmed so far are:
Gordon Barclay – The most powerful naval fortress in the British Empire’: the
defence of the Firth of Forth, 1880-1977;
Alan Blair – Neolithic Halls, Bronze Age Roundhouses and a Late Bronze Age
Hoard at Carnoustie;
Colin Donald – Dundee Law project;
Joe Fitzpatrick & Oliver O’Grady – East Lomond excavation;
Jane Geddes – The Drosten Stone, St Vigeans: a cultural hybrid;
Moira Greig - Fife Heritage Network;
Derek Hall - Whitefriars;
Wendy MacPhedran & Nicola Carmichael - Our Portmoak: uncovering stories
from the past;
Sophie Nicol - Summary of Historic Environment projects delivered through
the Tay Landscape Partnership.
Further information will be available on the website (http://www.tafac.org.uk)
soon.

Historic step for our Journal
This year will mark the publication of the first online digital version of the
TAFAC journal. TAFAC Journal Volume 23 2017 will feature four papers,
Gordon Barclay and Ron Morris’s paper ‘A Survey of the fixed defences of the
Forth in the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Eras’, David Perry and Ray
Cachart’s paper ‘A Visit to the Abbey: Excavations at the site of Arbroath
Abbey Visitor Centre’, Matthew Ginnever’s paper on ‘An Iron Age Settlement
and Souterrain at Dubton Farm East, Brechin, Angus’ and Oliver O’Grady’s
paper on ‘Excavations on St Serfs Isle, Loch Leven, Perth and Kinross’.
It will be launched and freely available online on the TAFAC website
(http://www.tafac.org.uk/) in time for this year’s conference in Dundee on
Saturday 4th November.

East Lomond begins to reveal its secrets

In 2016, following the completion of the Living Lomonds Landscape
Partnership (LLLP), the Board of the Falkland Stewardship Trust decided to
pick up the baton of archaeology within the Falkland estate, which includes
the East Lomond. The LLLP had supported three archaeological excavations,
one of which, in 2014, was a trial excavation outside of the scheduled area of the for
the summit of the East Lomond. This revealed clear evidence of previously unrecord
human settlement and activity. Highlights of the dig included the discovery of at leas
two new outer enclosures, inside which there was evidence for small-scale
metalworking and the remains of a kiln. Artefacts found included fragments of shale
bangles, hammer-stones and a post-Roman horse bridal bit. Given all the available
evidence, this was a high status site in the late 1st millennium AD.

The excavation team pictured on the East Lomond. Image copyright: Oliver O’Grady.

As an educational and environmental focused charity, the Falkland Stewardship
Trust (which was a key partner in the LLLP Board) saw the potential of using
archaeology within its estate to bring people together, for them to engage with
and support their local archaeological heritage, and for the trust to reinforce one
of its principal aims, which is about nurturing good stewardship of the land
within the estate.
From autumn 2016 onwards, the Board set about fundraising, making presentations, liaising with local secondary schools, establishing clear objectives for a
further excavation, preparing a tendering process and establishing a volunteer
recruitment process. The hard work paid off with the appointment of OJT
Heritage under Dr Oliver O'Grady to lead the 2017 excavation programme. This

would include the participation of seven secondary schools in Fife and around
60 local volunteers who would be supported by the LLLP's excellent Archaeology Ambassador team who were keen to extend and develop their learning.

An artist’s reconstruction of what the fort on East Lomond may have looked like. Image copyright: Falkland
Stewardship Trust and Living Lomonds Landscape Partnership.

Working on the site over May and June, it quickly became apparent that this
was indeed a site of some significance as the dig initially uncovered evidence
of walls, post-settings and other structures, including a stone box-like feature
which had been revealed in the 2014 trial dig. This feature sat adjacent to an
area which continued to produce evidence of metalworking, including fragments of clay relating to kiln and furnace activity. Excavation of the box
showed that it was lined below with a thick layer of heat-affected clay, suggesting that it was probably a smith's quenching tank. A spread of hammerscale (tiny metal sherds) was identified immediately to the east and radiocarbon dated to the late-6th to mid-7th century AD at the latest.
As the dig progressed, the excavators gradually worked down to deposits
dating to the early Roman period. Finds included several sherds of fine and
coarse-ware pottery, delicate crucible fragments, a range of shale or jet armbands and bangles, glass, a number of iron objects, and a delicate tinned
copper-alloy pin. The majority of these finds were recovered from the floor
levels of a series of superimposed late Iron Age buildings, characterised most
impressively by a well-preserved sequence of staked hearths. Recognising
the density and richness of the archaeological deposits uncovered was a
major insight achieved by the excavation and is unusual for upland mainland
Scottish sites of this period. For instance, the sequence of structures and
layers included an unusual paved road-way and multiple earlier hearths that
suggest several buildings in close proximity dating back to at least the 1st

and 2nd centuries AD.
With visits by colleagues from Universities and the National Museum of
Scotland, the excitement amongst the excavators was palpable and generated
a fantastic camaraderie and spirit within the team.
An adjacent smaller trench, which the schools had been excavating, revealed
a substantial boulder structure, which in the final three days of the dig provided another very exciting focus for the excavation. What had been thought
could be a wall turned out to be part of a robbed Early Bronze Age cairn
containing a cist, thus extending back about 2,000 years a dig which had so
far focused on the 1st to 7th centuries AD. Careful excavation of un-urned
cremated bone from that part of the site has given us a further postexcavation responsibility and demonstrates to the Trust that East Lomond has
been a place of power and influence for a lot longer than we had previously
imagined.
Article contributed by:
Joe Fitzpatrick,
Director and Trustee,
Falkland Stewardship
Trust
&
Dr. Oliver O'Grady,
OJT Heritage

Image left. Joe and Oliver removing a mica
stone with markings on the final day.
Image copyright: Not known.

Day Conference: East Lomond Hillfort in Context
To celebrate this summer’s successful excavations at East Lomond Hill an
academic day-conference will be hosted by Falkland Stewardship Trust at
Falkland Estate on 11th November. The event organised by OJT Heritage, who
oversaw the excavations under the direction of Dr. Oliver O’Grady, will
present a programme of talks by highly respected speakers and leading
specialists in the hillforts of Britain and Ireland. This day-long symposium
aims to explore the new findings from East Lomond in relation to other
fascinating new research on elite upland settlements and fortifications of the
Bronze Age, Roman Iron Age and Early Historic Periods from across the
British Isles. Confirmed speakers include: Fraser Hunter (National Museums
Scotland); Gary Lock (University of Oxford); James O’Driscoll (University of
Aberdeen); Strat Halliday (University of Edinburgh); Moira Grieg
(Independent) and Oliver O’Grady (OJT Heritage).
Booking is essential. Please contact oliver@ojtheritage.com for more
information and booking arrangements.

Contemporary Heritage
The archaeological landscape of Scotland is changing in the sense that
now, more than ever in the past, a far broader selection of aspects of
heritage are being recorded. One of those aspects is graffiti. Comparatively
few examples of graffiti were recorded in the former National Monuments
Record of Scotland (now the National Record of the Historic Environment),
but recent work by Historic Environment Scotland is seeking to redress the
balance.
Below are a few examples recorded by your editor over the past few weeks.
They represent a tiny, if colourful, manifestation of one form of impact on
the environment. All images are copyright of the editor.
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